During the course of discussions/ deliberations, the Hon’ble Board Members put forth some important demands for consideration, which are summarized as under:-

Hon’ble MLA Sonawari
S. No
Demand

1.

Dilapidated condition of Sumbal Ganastan Road: The HMLA Sonwari demanded that the roads constructed by PMGSY
are in dilapidated condition which needs up- gradation particularly Ganastan Sumbal road.

2.

Construction of inner links of Hajin town: The HMLA Sonawari demanded that the drainage network of Hajin town in
under execution for so many years and the pace of execution of the project very slow which needs to be expedited. He
demanded that macadmization of inner links of Hajin is possible only if the drainage network is completed.

Action by

Chief Engineer PMGSY.
Xen PMGSY Bandipora.

Director Urban Local Bodies
Kmr.
Chief Engineer R&B Kashmir.
Xen R&B Sonawari.

3.

Transfer of staff in RDD: The HMLA demanded that the overstayed staff of RDD department posted in Sonawari
constituency shall be reshuffled, so that various schemes of RDD sector are implemented in a smooth and transparent
manner.

4.

Restoration of LT/HT network at Shadipora: The HMLA Sonawari demanded that agriculture season has started and the
pump stations at various spots have not been restored as yet and demanded that the substations providing electricity to the
pump stations shall be made functional on war footing basis including restoration of HT/LT network.

5.

Construction of flood channels in Sonawari area: The HMLA Sonawari demanded that Sonawari area is often submerged
during the incessant rain fall with the result the people of the area are facing lot of difficulties and demanded that
Irrigation & Flood Control Department may be asked for construction of flood channels after conducting of survey in the
vulnerable areas.

Director RDD Kashmir.
ACD Bandipora.
CE M&RE Kashmir.
Chief Engineer Irrigation &
Flood Control Deptt. Kashmir.
Xen ED Sumbal.
Xen MID Shadipora.

Chief Engineer
Kashmir.

I&FC

SE Hydraulic Circle Sopore.
Xen I&FC Div. Sumbal.

6.

Deptt

Construction of road and protection wall at Chandergeer towards GMS Chandergeer:

Director RDD Kashmir.

The HMLA Sonawari demanded that road leading to Govt. Middle School Chandergeer has been cut off in the recent rain
fall and demanded that the road may be upgraded including construction of protection walls which creates inconvenience
to the students of the area.

ACD Bandipora.
DPO Bandipora.

Hon’ble MLA Bandipora

S. No

Demand

1.

2.

Action by.

Chuntiwari Binlipora Road: The HMLA demanded that the PMGSY authorities have not
surveyed the road in well manner with the result the distance of the road is very much
and asked that the Chief Engineer PMGSY may look into the matter and take steps to
reduce the road length/alignment.

Chief Engineer PMGSY Kmr.

Desilting and Construction of protection walls of Gaddar Khul: The HMLA demanded
that the deisilting process and construction of protection walls may be taken in hand
under AIBP in the town limits immediately and clear the encroachments on the
embankments of the Gaddar Khul.

Dy. Commissioner Bandipora.

Xen PMGSY Bandipora

Chief Engineer I & FC Kmr.
SE Hydraulic Circle Sopore.
Xen Hyd. Div. Bandipora.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Posting of Doctor in PHC Zurimanz: The HMLA demanded that posting of doctor in PHC
Zurimanz including paramedical staff as per the sanctioned strength may be ensured in
the interest of better patient care.

Director Health Services Kmr.

Posting of JE in PDD Bandipora: The HMLA demanded that various posts of JEs are
lying vacant in the Electric Division Bandipora with the result the ongoing assignments are
often suffered in ED Bandipora and demanded that vacant posts be filled up
immediately.

Chief Engineer Electric Kmr.

Receiving Station Arin: The HMLA demanded that the tendering process involved in the
construction of Receiving Station Arin may be expedited by the Power Dev. Department,
in order to minimize frequent power cuts.

Chief Engineer Electric Kmr.

Identification of bonafide fisherman and providing of license: The HMLA demanded
that the Fisheries Deptt. may conduct the survey and identify the bonafide fisherman and
provide license to them as per norms, so that non-fisherman may not take undue benefits.

Director Fisheries Kmr.

CMO Bandipora.

Xen ED Bandipora.

Xen ED Bandipora.

Asstt. Director Fisheries Bandipora

7.

Posting of General Manager DIC Bandipora: The HMLA demanded that the post of GM
DIC Bandipora is vacant with the result the ongoing programmes for the welfare of
educated youth under Industries sector is halted and asked that the post be filled up
immediately by the Government.

Commissioner/Sec. To Govt. GAD J&K Srinagar.
Commissioner/Sec to Govt. I&C Deptt. J&K
Srinagar.
Director Industries Kmr.

8.

Providing of Critical Care Ambulance and Laparoscope for DH Bandipora and posting
of staff/machinery equipment for NTPHC Ajas: The HMLA demanded that Directorate
of HSK shall provide one Critical Care Amublance and Laproscope for DH Bandipora
immediately. Besides, he demanded that posting of staff along with machinery
equipments may be put in place at NTPHC Ajas, as huge populate is getting medical
facilities at these prime health institutions.

Director Health Kashmir.

Providing of equipments for dialysis in DH Bandipora: The HMLA Bandipora
demanded that the Health Department may provide necessary equipments required for
Dialysis in DH Bandipora, so that treatment of such patients are carried out at District
level.

Director Health Kashmir.

10. Opening of PHC at Pannar village: The HMLA Bandipora demanded that the village
Pannar is a far flung area of Gujjar community and in absence of PHC the villagers are
facing lot of difficulties on account of non- availability of PHC and demanded that health
department may consider the demand of opening of a separate PHC at Pannar.

Director Health Kashmir.

11. Construction of road from Najar Mohalla to Panchayat Ghar at Bonakoot including
protection walls: The HMLA demanded that a road leading to Najar Mohalla to
Panchyat Ghar at Bonakoot which connects Tangath area and asked the R&B department
to construct the road by way laying of macadmization during the current financial year
including protection walls for better connectivity of the area.

Chief Engineer R&B Kashmir.

9.

CMO Bandipora.

CMO Bandipora.

CMO Bandipora.
BMO Bandipora.
SE R&B Ganderbal/Bpr.
Xen R&B Div. Bandipora.

S. No
Demand
1.

2.

3.

Hon’ble MLA Gurez
Providing of mechanical parts of the machines at Gurez: The HMLA demanded
that various snow clearance machines which have been put in place at Gurez
headquarter to clear the roads during winter are off and on non-functional at the
critical time. He demanded that Chief Engineer Mechanical & Engineering
Department shall ensure that these machines shall be made functional by providing
spare parts and other logistic spot, so that common masses may not suffer on this
account.
Forest Clearance of Roads taken up under PMGSY at Gurez: The HMLA
demanded that the PMGSY authorities have taken various road projects in
Gurez/Tulail area and execution process of these road projects gets hampered due
to persistent forest clearance issues (NOC) and demanded that Forest Department
shall provide the necessary NOCs to the PMGSY department, so that the execution
work carried out smoothly on these roads, as the working season in Gurez area
limited.
Setting up of separate V-Sate for Gurez/Tuial area; The HMLA informed that MIS
work is to be carried out at Bandipora Headquarter, in view non-availability of VSates in Gurez/Tulail area and demanded RDD immediately install requisite Vsates in Blocks of Gurez/Tulail and Bagatore.

Action by.
Chief Engineer Mechanical Engineering
Department Kashmir.
Superintending Engineer MED Baramulla.
Xen MED Bandipora/Baramulla.

Principal Chief Conservator of Forests J&K
Srinagar.
Chief Engineer PMGSY Kashmir.
DFO Bandipora.
Xen PMGSY Bandipora.
Director RDD Kashmir.
ACD Bandipora

